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Market	Power	
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Market	Power	

•  Previously	
– What	is	market	power?	
– How	does	market	power	arise?	
– How	does	market	power	affect	welfare?	
– How	can	market	power	be	measured?	

•  Now	
– What	policies	can	limit	market	power?	
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Market	Power	

•  What	is	market	power?	
– Ability	to	increase	price	above	cost,	without	
loosing	all	customers	
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Market	Power	

•  How	does	market	power	arise?	
– Barriers	to	entry	
– Few	firms	
– Product	differenGaGon	
– Price	informaGon	
– Cost	advantage	
– …	
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Market	Power	

•  How	does	market	power	affect	welfare?	
– Reduced	producGon	&	consumpGon	(Dead	weight	loss)	
– Transfer	of	wealth	
– Lower	quality	(not	always)	
– Less	choice	(not	always)	
– High	cost	firms	can	survive	
– Less	incenGves	for	innovaGon???	
– Lobbying	to	preserve	monopoly	
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Market	Power	

•  But,	there	are	also	tradeoffs	
– More	incenGves	for	innovaGon???	
– Economies	of	scale	
– …	
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Market	Power	

•  How	can	market	power	be	measured?	
– Lerner	index:	(p-c)/p	
– AccounGng	profits	
– Market	shares/concentraGon	indexes	
– Econometric	esGmaGon	of:	

•  Price	and	cross-price	elasGciGes	
•  Conduct	
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Market	Power	

•  What	policies	can	limit	market	power?	
– DeregulaGon	(ex:	gambling	market)	
– Free	trade	agreements	(ex:	EU)	
– Price	regulaGon	(ex:	Telecom;	pharmacies)	
– Subsides	(ex:	presstöd;	public	service)	
– CompeGGon	policy	
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CompeGGon	Policy	
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Purpose	

– Set	of	rules	intended	to	protect	“the	process	of	
compeGGon”	to	maximize	consumer	welfare	
(Richard	Whish)	
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Growing	importance	

•  Growing	importance	in	the	world	
– Modern	origin:	USA	
–  Important	part	of	EU	
– Recently:	China,	India	and	120	other	countries	

•  Growing	importance	in	new	sectors	
– Telecom,	energy,	transport,	broadcasGng,	postal	
services	
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Interdisciplinary	

•  Law	meets	economics	
– ApplicaGon	of	the	law	involves	assessment	of	
compeGGon/market	power	

– Requires	economics	

•  Interdisciplinary	
– CompeGGon	lawyers	must	understand	economics	
– CompeGGon	economists	must	understand	law	
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4	pillars	
•  AnGcompeGGve	agreements	(ex:	cartel)	

–  ArGcle	101	TFEU	(Treaty	of	the	FuncGoning	of	the	EU)	
–  KL	2	kap.	1	§		(Swedish	compeGGon	act)	

•  Abusive	behavior	(ex:	predatory	pricing)	
–  ArGcle	102	TFEU	
–  KL	2	kap.	7	§	

•  Mergers	
–  EUMR	
–  KL	4	kap.	

•  Public	restricGon	(ex:	subsidies)	
–  ArGcle	107	TFEU	
–  KL	3	kap	27	§	
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Mergers
Emphasis	on	horizontal	mergers



Importance	of	mergers	
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Notable	recent	deals	
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Source:	Wikipedia	



Industries	are	reshaped	

•  Big	Pharma	in	troubles	
– Patents	expire	
– Low	R&D	producGvity	

•  M&A	pajern	1998-2012	(top	20	companies)	
–  991	transacGons	between	1998	and	2012			

(Source:	CEPTON	Strategies)	
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Aggregate	acGvity	

Swedish	GDP	2013	
ca	550	billion	USD	

hjp://www.staGsta.com/staGsGcs/267369/volume-of-mergers-and-acquisiGons-worldwide/	



Conclusion	

•  Merger	acGvity	
–  Individual	deals	are	substanGal	
– EnGre	industries	are	reshaped	
– Aggregate	volume	is	huge	

•  In	sum	
– Mergers	reshape/adapt	economy	
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Mergers	olen	controversial	
•  Managements	

–  Acquired	firm’s	management	may	lose	their	jobs	
•  Shareholders	

–  Large	proporGon	of	mergers	thought	to	fail	
•  Workers	

–  Foreign	firms	may	buy	domesGc	firms	and	move	jobs	abroad	
•  Customers	

–  ReducGon	of	compeGGon	
•  Governments	

–  InternaGonal	mergers	may	reduce	tax	base	
–  CriGcal	industries:		

•  Defense	
•  Media	
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MoGves	for	mergers	
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MoGve	1:	Efficiencies	

•  Horizontal	coordinaGon	
– Economies	of	scale	and	scope	
– RaGonalizaGon	

•  VerGcal	coordinaGon	
– Avoid	holdup	of	investments	

•  Take	over	of	underuGlized	assets	
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MoGve	1:	Efficiencies	

•  An	efficiency	externality	
– Market	for	corporate	control	
– Take	over	of	underuGlized	assets	
– Threat	of	takeover	important	disciplining	force	on	
managements	
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MoGve	2:		Market	power	

•  Horizontal	effects	
– DefiniGon:	Between	compeGtors	
– Problem:		Unilateral	or	coordinated	

•  VerGcal	effects	
– DefiniGon:	Between	buyer	and	seller	
– Problem:		Foreclosure	

•  Conglomerate	effects	
– DefiniGon:	Between	“unrelated”	firms	
– Problem:		???	
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Other	moGves	for	mergers	

•  Management	driven	
– Management	presGge	(empire	building)	
– Hubris	

•  Industrial	policy	
– “NaGonal	champions”	–	presGge	
– Employment	
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Basic	Elements	of	Mergers	Policy	
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Richard	Whish	&	David	Bailey:	CompeGGon	Law,	Seventh	EdiGon,	
Oxford	University	Press,	2012.	



Goals	

•  Consumer	welfare	
– AnGcompeGGve	effects	
– Cost	efficiency,	but	only	if	beneficial	to	consumers	

•  Disregard	
– Employment	
– NaGonal	security?	
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Meaning	of	“merger”	

•  DefiniGon	of	“concentraGon”	
– Previously	independent	businesses	come	under	
common	control	

•  Examples	
– AcquisiGon	of	minority	shareholding	may	be	
sufficient,	if	it	gives	“decisive	influence”	

– AcquisiGon	of	assets	(ex:	plants,	brands,	patents)	
– Merger	of	parts	of	businesses	into	joint	venture	
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NoGficaGon	

•  Mergers	with	Community	dimension	pre-
noGfied	to	Commission	
– Combined	worldwide	turnover	>	€5000	mn	
– EU-wide	turnover	>	€250	mn	of	each	company	

•  Other	big	mergers	pre-noGfied	to	Member	
State	
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NoGficaGon	

•  Extra-territorial	
– Does	not	majer	if	all	companies	are	e.g.	American	

•  One-stop-shop	
– Mergers	with	Community	dimension	cannot	be	
tried	by	Member	States	

– SGll,	many	big	mergers	have	to	be	noGfied	to	10	–	
20	different	compeGGon	authoriGes	
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NoGficaGon	

•  NoGficaGon	contains	informaGon	on	e.g.	
– Affected	markets	
– ParGes	market	shares	
– HHI	
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Decision	rights	

•  EU	
– Commission	decides	
– Firms	can	appeal	to	courts	

•  Sweden	
– KKV	=	“prosecutor”	
– Courts	decide	
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Time	limits	

•  Phase	I	
– 25	working	days	

•  Phase	II	(3	%	of	cases)	
– 90	working	days	
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CompeGGon	test	

•  Now:	“Significant	impediment	of	compeGGon”	
– Typically:	creates	or	strengthens	dominant	
posiGon	(=	high	level	of	market	power)	

–  Includes:	
•  Single	firm	dominance	=	“similar	to	monopoly”	
•  Joint	dominance	=	“similar	to	cartel”	
•  But	also	regular	oligopoly	

•  Previously:	Dominance	
– Unclear	if	regular	oligopoly	was	included	
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CompeGGon	test	

•  Define	markets	
– Product	market/geographical	markets	

•  EsGmate	effect	on	compeGGon	
– Much	emphasis	on	market	shares	and	
concentraGon	

– Diversion	raGos	
– Strength	of	brand	
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CompeGGon	test	

•  PresumpGon:	No	problem	if		
– ParGes	market	share	<	25%	
– Post-merger	HHI	<	1000	
– Post-merger	HHI	<	2000	&	ΔHHI	<	250	
– ΔHHI	<	150	

•  Recall	
– HHI	max	=	10	000	(=	1002)		
– 1000	=	ten	symmetric	firms	(=	10	x	102)	
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Entry	and	Buyer	Power	

•  Entry	
– Likely	=	assessment	of	entry	barriers		
– Timely	=	normally	within	2	years	
– Sufficient	=	eliminate	price	increase	

•  Buyer	power	
– Size	of	buyer	
– Ability	to	integrate	
– Sponsor	upstream	entry	
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Efficiencies	

•  Benefit	consumers	
–  Lower	prices	

•  Large	reducGons	in	marginal	cost	
•  IncenGve	to	pass	on	

– New	or	improved	products	

•  Merger	specific	
–  Cannot	be	achieved	without	reducGon	in	compeGGon	

•  Verifiability	
–  Firms	must	be	able	to	ensure	Commission	
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Failing	firm	defense	

•  No	impediment	to	compeGGon	if	
– One	firm	would	become	bankrupt	
– Assets	would	exit	the	market	
– No	less	anG-compeGGve	alternaGve	to	the	merger	
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Remedies	

•  Usual	soluGon	soluGon	if	problems	
•  Types	of	remedies	

– DivesGture	of	overlapping	businesses	
– Access	to	an	essenGal	facility	
– Licensing	of	technology	
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Evidence	

•  Burden	of	proof	
– Commission	has	burden	to	prove	

•  AnG-compeGGve	effects	
•  No	buyer	power	
•  No	entry	

– Firms	have	burden	to	prove	
•  Efficiencies	
•  Failing	firm	defense	
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Evidence	

•  Different	standards	of	proof	
– “On	the	balance	of	probabiliGes”	or	
– “Beyond	reasonable	doubt”	

•  Merger	policy	
– Convincing	evidence	(=	balance	of	probabiliGes,	if	
I	understand	it	right)	
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StaGsGcs	
1990	-	2017		

	

•  NoGficaGons:	6522	
•  OK		

– Phase	I:	5803	
– Phase	II:	62	

•  IntervenGons	
– Withdrawn:	177	
– OK	with	commitments:	121	
– ProhibiGons:	26	
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Use	of	economics	in	merger	policy	
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Theory	of	compeGGve	harm	

•  Fundamental	difficulty	
– Assessing	noGfied	mergers	=	predicGng	the	future	
– Must	build	on	economic	theory	
– CompeGGon	authoriGes	must	present	a	theory	of	
compeGGve	harm	in	every	case	
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Theory	of	compeGGve	harm	

•  Theory	of	compeGGve	harm		
– Unilateral	effects	
– Coordinated	effects	
– VerGcal	effects	
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Counterfactual	

•  Effect	=	Difference	between	
– Market	outcome	with	merger	
– Market	outcome	without	merger	=	Counterfactual	

•  Possible	counterfactuals	
– Most	olen:		Status	Quo	
– SomeGmes:		Failing	firm	
– Possible:							AlternaGve	mergers	(Volvo/Scania)	
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Economic	evidence	

•  CompeGGon	authority	must	present	evidence	
in	support	of	its	“theory	of	harm”	

•  Examples	of	sophisGcated	economics	
– EsGmaGon	of	cross-price	elasGciGes	
– Price	correlaGons	
– Merger	simulaGons	
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Welfare	Tradeoff	
(some	details)	
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Unilateral	effects	
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Two	aspects	

–  “InternalizaGon”	

•  Merging	firms’	iniGal	incenGve	to	increase	
prices	

•  To	study	this	incenGve	assume	merger	from	
duopoly	to	monopoly	or	that	compeGtors	
keep	their	prices	fixed	

–  Outsider	response	

•  CompeGtors’	reacGon	to	iniGal	price	change	
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InternalizaGon	
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InternalizaGon	

•  Increased	price	before	merger	
+  Increased	markup	(pA	–	cA)	
-  Some	customers	leave	the	market	
-  Some	customers	buy	product	B	instead	

•  Increased	price	aler	merger	
+  Increased	markup	(pA	–	cA)	
-  Some	customers	leave	the	market	
0  Some	customers	buy	product	B	instead	

Ø  More	beneficial	to	increase	price	
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InternalizaGon	
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Before merger
π A = pA − cA( ) ⋅DA pA ,  pB( )

FOC
∂π A

∂pA
= DA pA ,  pB( ) + pA − cA( ) ∂DA

∂pA
= 0



InternalizaGon	
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After merger
π A + π B = pA − cA( ) ⋅DA pA ,  pB( ) + pB − cB( ) ⋅DB pA ,  pB( )

FOC
∂π A + π B

∂pA
= DA pA ,  pB( ) + pA − cA( ) ∂DA

∂pA
+ pB − cB( ) ∂DB

∂pA
= 0



InternalizaGon	
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Before merger
∂πA

∂pA
= DA pA ,  pB( ) + pA − cA( )∂DA

∂pA
= 0

After merger
∂πA + πB

∂pA
= DA pA ,  pB( ) + pA − cA( )∂DA

∂pA
+ pB − cB( )∂DB

∂pA
= 0

Q:	What	is	the	effect	of	merger	on	pA?	
					Explain	how	you	can	deduce	this	from	FOC	



InternalizaGon	
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Before merger
∂πA

∂pA
= DA pA ,  pB( ) + pA − cA( )∂DA

∂pA
= 0

After merger
∂πA + πB

∂pA
= DA pA ,  pB( ) + pA − cA( )∂DA

∂pA
+ pB − cB( )∂DB

∂pA
= 0

At old equilibrium price:

  ∂πA + πB

∂pA
= pB − cB( )∂DB

∂pA
> 0



InternalizaGon	
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At old equilibrium price:

  ∂πA + πB

∂pA
= pB − cB( )∂DB

∂pA
> 0

Strength of effect
Market power before merger :  pB − cB( )

How close competitors are A and B :  ∂DB

∂pA



InternalizaGon	

•  Diversion	RaGo	(from	A	to	B)	
-  DefiniGon:		How	much	of	the	displaced	demand	

for	product	A	switches	to	product	B,	when	the	
price	of	A	is	increased		

-  IntuiGve:		FracGon	of	product	A:s	consumers	
who	have	product	B	as	a	second	choice		
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δAB ≡ −
pB ⋅

∂DB

∂pA
pA ⋅

∂DA

∂pA

∈ 0,1[ ]



InternalizaGon	
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After merger
∂π A + π B

∂pA
= DA pA ,  pB( ) + pA − cA( ) ∂DA

∂pA
+ pB − cB( ) ∂DB

∂pA
= 0

pA − cA
pA

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
−

pB − cB
pB

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
δAB = −

1
εAA

Symmetry
pA − cA
pA

= −
1
εAA

1
1− δAB

Hence

Δ
pA − cA
pA

= −
1
εAA

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

δAB

1− δAB

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟



InternalizaGon	
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After merger
∂π A + π B

∂pA
= DA pA ,  pB( ) + pA − cA( ) ∂DA

∂pA
+ pB − cB( ) ∂DB

∂pA
= 0

pA − cA
pA

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
−

pB − cB
pB

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
δAB = −

1
εAA

Symmetry
pA − cA
pA

= −
1
εAA

1
1− δAB

Hence

Δ
pA − cA
pA

= −
1
εAA

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

δAB

1− δAB

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

Market	power	increases	much	if	
	
� 		Demand	elas:city	low	
				(high	market	power	already	before	merger)	
	
� 			Diversion	ra:o	high	
					(products	close	subsGtutes	compared	to	other	products)	
	



Outsiders’	Response	
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Outsiders’	Response	

•  Response	
-  Insiders	increase	price	and	reduce	output	
-  Outsiders’	residual	demand	increase	
-  Outsiders	respond	by	

•  Increasing	price	
•  Increasing	output	

•  Key	issue	
–  Will	outsiders	mainly	increase	price	or	output?	
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Outsiders’	Response	

•  Outsiders	increase	output	much	if	
-  Outsiders’	conduct	compeGGve	
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Outsiders’	Response	
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Merger	increases	compeGtors’	
residual	demand	



Outsiders’	Response	
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Intense	compeGGon	among	outsiders		
	-		perfect	compeGGon	
	-		Bertrand	



Outsiders’	Response	
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Outsider	=	monopoly	or	cartel	



Outsiders’	Response	
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If	outsiders	have	more	compeGGve	conduct,	
they	expand	output	more	in	reacGon	to	increase	
in	residual	demand	



Outsiders’	Response	

•  Outsiders	increase	output	much	if	
-  Outsiders’	conduct	compeGGve	
-  Outsiders’	costs	low	
-  Outsiders	have	no	capacity	constraints	
-  Easy	to	switch	between	geographical	markets	
-  Entry	costs	low	
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Unilateral	Effect	

•  Two	aspects	
–  InternalizaGon	

•  Increase	price	&	reduce	output	

–  Outsiders’	response	
•  Increase	price	&	increase	output	

–  Need	formal	model	to	study	both	at	the	same	
Gme	
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Efficiencies	
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Efficiencies	

•  RaGonalizaGon	
-  Reallocate	producGon	to	efficient	plants	

•  Economies	of	scale	
-  Avoid	duplicaGon	of	various	acGviGes	
-  CoordinaGon	of	new	investments	
-  SpecializaGon		-	lengthen	producGon	runs	

•  Technological	progress	
-  Pooling	exisGng	know-how	
-  Coordinate	R&D	

•  Reducing	slack	
-  Replace	inefficient	management	
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Efficiencies	

•  But	mergers	may	also	cause	inefficiencies	
-  Less	compeGGon	may	lead	to	more	slack	

-  Larger	organizaGon	may	be	more	difficult	to	
control	

-  Problems	melGng	cultures	together	
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Total	welfare	and	consumer	welfare	
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Total	welfare	
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pd	=	cd	

pm(cd)	

Merger	from	Bertrand	duopoly	to	Monopoly	

1	

2	



Total	welfare	
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									A	

cd	

pm(cd)	

cm	

pm(cm)	

		B	

1	

2	
3	

Cost	saving	
			A	=	Less	resources	consumed	
			B	=	Eliminates	part	of	dwl	caused	by	merger	



Total	welfare	
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pd	=	cd	

pm(cd)	

cm	

pm(cm)	

1	

3	

Sufficiently	large	reducGon	in	marginal	cost	
offsets	the	dead	weight	loss	due	to	monopoly	



Total	welfare	
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pd	=	cd	

pm(cd)	

cm	

pm(cm)	

If	you	know	the	market	data,		
the	minimum	required	cost	reducGon		
can	be	computed	



Consumer	welfare	

•  Price	may	go	down	

•  ΔMC	must	be	large	

•  Marginal	cost,	not	fixed	

•  Can	be	computed,	if	we	
know	demand	
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pd	=	cd	

cm	

pm(cm)	



Economic	issues	in	merger	policy	
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Issues	
•  Appropriate	goal	

–  Consumer	welfare	standard	
–  Total	welfare	

•  Is	merger	control	necessary?	
–  AnGcompeGGve	mergers	olen	unprofitable	
–  Bejer	to	be	outsider	
–  Other	policies:	abuse	of	dominance;	fight	cartels	

•  Can	merger	policy	be	evaluated,	I	
–  Deterrence	of	anGcompeGGve	mergers	=>	only	good	or	“marginally	

bad”	mergers	proposed	
–  Deterrence	cannot	be	observed	

•  Can	merger	policy	be	evaluated,	II	
–  Cannot	observe	the	effects	of	blocked	mergers	
–  Counter-argument:	event	studies	
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